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Remmers has grown over the last 50 years from a small business producing oils, paints

and mortar admixtures into a major independent company in the building chemicals and

wood protection industries.  Today with more than a thousand employees, Remmers’

expertise in all aspects of building restoration, protection and preservation sets new

standards and we manufacture over 400 product systems.

The guiding principles of company founder Bernhard Remmers

Bernhard Remmers

*1919    † 2004
Portrait by Peter Rüwe

Preserving our building heritage,
protecting new structures 

for the future



WOOD AND BUILDING PROTECTION IS

our passion and
desire FOR A JOB WELL DONE



In a highly competitive industry, strong growth is only possible with genuine passion for the job.

Possibly the best example of how Remmers’ passion for professionalism has developed, is the

historic building conservation or heritage market.  It began with the commitment of company foun-

der Bernhard Remmers to heritage protection.  It then grew into Remmers being Europe’s and the

Global No. 1 specialist in the conservation of historic buildings and therefore protection of our

buildings’ heritage. This has now included many cathedrals from the Middle Ages, the Berlin

Reichstag (Parliament), the Brandenburg Gate, The British Houses of Parliament and the

monumental 1000 year old Angkor Wat temple site in Cambodia: Wherever things are really

complex, Remmers technologies and products are in demand.  Testimony indeed to Remmers great

technical expertise and superior product quality.

As we have mastered the hardest building protection jobs, we can easily resolve the hard “every-

day jobs” – for almost any substrate: the restoration of façades, durable waterproofing, floor

protection which is both decorative and functional, or “simply” wood protection which is as

effective and ecological as possible.

These jobs may not always involve spectacular heritage treasures, but they do concern our

environment.  Another reason why the guiding  principles of our company  give  priority to

environmental protection.

Passion alone is not enough for reliable problem solving for customers engaged in very demanding

work: Innovation and a strong in-house research and development team also play a part, as does

our customer service focus, the ability to develop specific concepts in dialogue with our partners

and, of course, sound technical competence.

So we keep setting new standards for technology and quality with innovative product systems –

from the basement to the roof.

50,000 customers worldwide have already discovered: If you want sustainable building protection,

Remmers is the right partner to help and assist you.  Guaranteed.

PASSION FOR THE JOB

PRESERVING OUR HERITAGE, PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

PRODUCTION EXPERTISE, INNOVATION STRENGTH
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On-site consultation and technical

planning are central to our service



story
WITH SYSTEMS

A SUCCESS



Development from a small one-man business to a powerful medium-sized company was no accident.

It was achieved by systematic business planning with three constants for success: sustainability,

innovation and  growth.

Regular technical exchanges with the customer at technical and practical training seminars and

technology transfer to our partners in the trade, were part of our customer service range as early as

the 1950s. Remmers ‘Product Systems’ started to replace individual products at the beginning of the

1960s. The importance of a certified quality assurance

system and audited environmental management was also

recognised early and implemented promptly.

Bernard Remmers becomes an
independent merchant for oils, wood
protection, paints and coatings.

Formation of AIDA Bautenschutz
GmbH and start of own production of
wood and building preservatives.

Construction of the first office building
on the first designated industrial
estate in Löningen on Am Priggen-
busch, now Bernhard-Remmers-Str.

Aida Kiesol is developed by Remmers
and launched successfully on the
waterproofing market.

Construction of a modern production
facility for water based paints and
wood preservatives, with a tank farm
and direct rail connection.

Renamed Remmers Chemie GmbH 
The first subsidiary, Remmers
Bouwchemie B.V., Hoogeveen, starts
up in Holland.

The Heidelberg office is set up as the
training and distribution centre for
Southern Germany.

Around 500 employees achieve sales
of 100 million DM for the first time.
More investment in new research and
development centres, applications
engineering, environmental protection
and customer service.

Remmers Baustofftechnik AG is
formed.

Commissioning of a powder
production material facility at Bad
Düben near Leipzig, the largest single
investment in the company’s history.

IBB gemeinnützige GmbH – now
Bernhard Remmers Academy – 
formed as a further training institution
for the specifiers, contractors and
merchants.

The Remmers Customer Centre at
Löningen opens its gates.

International expansion: subsidiaries
opened in, U.K., Belgium, Singapore,
China, Poland, Lithuania, Czech
Republic, France, Hungary and
Russia.

The Bernhard Remmers prize for
quality heritage conservation work is
awarded for the first time.

Record sales of 143 million Euro are
achieved.

Restyling of the Remmers Corporate
Identity.
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Some of the company fleet in the

1950s

Masters craftsmen’s convention in

Bernhard Remmers’ living room in

1959

The research and development had

its own laboratories by the 1970s



innovation
AND CUSTOMER SERVICE STRENGTH IN THE MARKET

FROM THE BASEMENT TO THE ROOF



The best way to succeed in a highly competitive market is simply to be the best in the business.

That is our claim for all of our product systems in our six core businesses:

� Waterproofing

� Façade restoration and protection

� Heritage conservation and preservation

� Industrial and commercial flooring 

� Wood preservation

� Wood protection and finishing

Top-quality products demand equivalent service.  As a strictly customer-orientated problem solver,

we offer our partners – the clients, the specifiers, the merchants, the conservators and the

specialist contractors – extra quality service for added value, with individual solutions for every

project and requirement.  With the widest network of technical advisers in Germany for example,

we can be at any site in Germany within an hour.

Our innovation helps to shape the market and also contributes to our customers’ success.

Products less than five years old represent more than one third of our total sales.

We believe in what we are doing. The protection of buildings of all kinds from water ingress and

other damage is a responsible and important job.  So our customers must and indeed can, expect

reliability and security from us.

Wood and building protection, either preventive in new construction or for refurbishment and

restoration, is always long-lasting with Remmers.

PREMIUM QUALITY  +  TOP SERVICE  =  ADDED VALUE FOR CUSTOMERS

WHO WE ARE – WHAT WE WANT

PORTRAIT9



success
WITH OUR PARTNERS IN BUSINESS

OUR 10 PRINCIPLES FOR MUTUAL



REMMERS is the leading brand of high-quality product systems for the restoration, protection and

preservation of building values.

We focus our efforts in selected European markets and other selected regional markets.  So we

always strengthen our competitive position and safeguard our status as an independent family

company.

We concentrate on products and systems for wood and building protection and continually set new

standards in technology, quality and performance.

Products and services are geared towards our customers’ expectations and requirements.  So our

range is always in line with the market and we strive for high customer satisfaction.

In the company we actively promote a culture of innovation: Experience in our core skills is

continuously expanded with the latest technology and good ideas are quickly converted into new

and improved products.

To us, environmental protection is essential for sustainable, user-friendly added value: in our own

production, our customers’ application of our product systems and in our corporate behaviour in

general.

We safeguard the sustainability of the company by increasing our profitability: through competitive

cost structures at all levels for further added value.

We promote commitment, creativity and talent.  Employees from all departments and levels are 

constantly given opportunities for their own further development.

In a climate of openness and trust, we develop team spirit as an important pre-requisite for the

expansion and defence of our competitive position.

Continuity is a mark of our management culture, to protect our market shares and our company

loyalty both internally with our employees and externally with our customers.
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water ingress
- PROTECTING WATER QUALITY

RELIABLY PROTECTING AGAINST

WATERPROOFING:



Water is the main cause of damage to buildings, often with serious consequences. It affects not only

the prized fabric but also the health of the inhabitants. Buildings are habitats. Dry walls and

basements are an indispensable requirement to maintain the value of the property, for a good

thermal energy balance and for a healthy indoor climate, free from damp and mould.

For over 50 years Remmers has been the specialist ‘par excellence’ for all types of waterproofing

work: preventive protection of new buildings or refurbishment of existing ones, floor slabs and walls

touching the ground, plinths and basement waterproofing, horizontal and vertical waterproofing,

waterproofing against ground water and even water under hydrostatic pressure.

Perhaps it is a good thing that our head office is located in the Weser-Ems region of Germany where

the weather can bring up to 200 days of rain every year. We know exactly how important durable

waterproofing really is. We can therefore call on tried and tested standard systems and special

waterproofing solutions for specific requirements. Our team of specialists can produce a

professional condition survey and analysis to assist our customers where necessary.

Because we are so certain about our product systems, we pass this 

certainty on to our customers and clients, with the Remmers water-

proofing guarantee for up to 10 years. This gives our customers real 

competitive advantages and gives specifiers and clients the security of 

knowing exactly what they are getting.

Many Government and independent test certificates and approvals 

including DIN, WTA, BS, BBA and other Regulatory Authorities confirm 

the long-term efficiency and performance of all of our product system 

components and their reliable compatibility.

Waterproof, dry basements are valuable

extra living space

WATERPROOFING13

WATER PROTECTION WITH THE SECURITY OF PROFESSIONALS

STRICT STANDARDS, RELIABLE SOLUTIONS

CERTIFIED LONG-TERM PROTECTION



DRINKING WATER TANK 

IN DORTMUND-HENGSEN:

VERY HIGH WATERPROOFING AND

GROUND WATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS



System solutions from Remmers have been synonymous with rapid and durable waterproofing for

many years. They are mainly used for three important functions:

Waterproof seals in new buildings

� Bituminous seals for any substrate, spray or trowel applied

Restoration and waterproofing of brickwork in old buildings

� Penetrating protection due to presealing silicification

� The most modern fast-setting mortar systems

� High sulphate and water resistant sealing slurry and filler system

� Internal tanking waterproof barriers for any substrate and water penetration potential and rate

� Finishing and render or plaster repair system

Cementitious waterproof tanking

� The most efficient solution for many building and civil engineering structures

� For very high performance, without polluting the ground or the drinking water

A particular strength of our waterproofing systems is their user-friendly application requirements

and the speed and flexibility with which they can be applied. This is true of both our standard and

our special waterproofing solutions.

THIS SAVES TIME AND MONEY – WITHOUT AFFECTING DURABILITY.

WATERPROOFING15

What looks beforehand like a damp, dark tunnel...

...is transformed after renovation with Remmers system into

a dry, usable vaulted cellar suitable for many commercial

requirements

AIDA KIESOL SYSTEMS, NO. 1 FOR RELIABLE WATERPROOFING

QUICKLY DONE, DURABLY SEALED



FAÇADE RESTORATION AND PROTECTION

lasting beauty
WITH DURABLE PROTECTION



The building façade is the ‘face of a building’.  It plays the major part in the appearance and visual

impact of a building – and importantly building façades are as varied and individual as people’s

faces. And they need to be cared for and protected just as individually.  Cosmetic repairs are not

enough; only technically correct protection, precisely adapted to the local problem areas, can

provide a sustainable solution. Remmers is a true façade specialist: The more individual and

complex the problem, the more our strengths come to the fore – World class product systems

combined with a wealth of expertise in the protection and refurbishment of all types of substrate.

Specific evaluation, diagnosis and treatment is the only way to really help the “patient”.  This applies

equally to the preventive protection of modern façades and  to the successful refurbishment and

restoration of old buildings.  Professional evaluation of all of the main requirements and a

professional condition survey and analysis are the big factors in determining the selection of the

correct  refurbishment  approach for each individual  project. Site consultation is essential,

particularly because façades are often constructed from combinations of different building

materials ie - brick, stone, concrete, rendering wood etc are all often combined.

We have the right technical and complementary system solution for every combination.

Waterproofing protection and driving rain resistance – water-repellence – are the main requirements

on façades. After 50 years Remmers has become the market and technology leader in water-

repellence: for facing brickwork, sandlime bricks, natural stone or other combination façades.  For

the refurbishment of water-damaged brickwork and vitrified brick façades, we have also developed

the innovative Remmers brick renovation process.

Façade cleaning products and coatings are an essential part of the requirement, as are fast repair

systems for concrete refurbishment.

Façade protection systems include mineral, acrylic and silicone resin coatings.  Plus stone

consolidation solutions and stone and masonry restoration systems.

All Remmers system components are always totally coordinated, practical and user-friendly.

TREATMENT WITH A LONG-TERM SOLUTION INSTEAD OF CONTINUAL ‘EMERGENCY TREATMENT’

WATER STAYS OUTSIDE

THE WHOLE AND THE COMPONENTS

FAÇADE REFURBISHMENT AND PROTECTION17

Façades need protection, whether they are historic or contemporary



The Brandenburg Gate, Berlin - 

Only essential holding WORK was done initially with

Remmers in 1990 after the German reunification.  Ten

years later when complete refurbishment of the Berlin

landmark, right down to the foundations was planned,

the logical decision was again made to use Remmers

systems throughout.

the global
number one
HISTORIC BUILDING RESTORATION AND PROTECTION

HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION



Fabric conservation for the preservation of historic buildings is without doubt the most complex

building protection discipline.  Remmers is by far the Global and the European No. 1.

Company founder Bernhard Remmers was passionately committed to this from the start.  For more

than half a century a highly productive relationship has existed between the most demanding

restoration requirements and our research and development teams. This means continually learning

from the job: Nowhere else do the distinctive features from the level of weathering and

deterioration of different materials or their unique environments – have to be analysed and detailed

so meticulously.

Quite rightly, Conservators are amongst our most demanding “customers”.  Mistakes can easily

cause the irretrievable loss of historic structures.  A precise, extremely careful and conscientious

approach is an absolute must.  The conservation methods and their objectives must be specified

in detail.  They can be very different i.e. restoration/replacement or conservation of the original

fabric?  Our specialists fully understand heritage conservation and they understand and believe in

the buildings’ need to be preserved.

Over 50 years’ experience on many of Europe’s most important buildings and collaboration with

many international experts has given us experience and competence unique in the industry.  With

literally towering references: Europe’s tallest church tower, Ulm Cathedral (161 m), Cologne

Cathedral, the Vienna “Steffel” (St. Stephan’s Cathedral) and St. Basil’s Cathedral facing the Kremlin

in Red Square among them.  Expertise and products from Remmers have also proved successful

in the tropical climate of Cambodia, at the legendary temple site of Angkor Wat.

…wise counsel is needed. Drawing on our wide range of tailored systems, our experts can provide

product options as individual as the unique building to be protected: tailor made for the stone, the

extent and rate of weathering, the climatic conditions and above all the character of the historic

building itself.

Because we think heritage conservation is far more than a business segment, we founded the

Bernhard Remmers Academy, where knowledge and information is exchanged and passed on.  All

of the profits go to the German Foundation for Monument Protection.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION19

UNDERSTANDING AND PRESERVING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

HIGH EXPERTISE

WHEN THE STONES WEAKEN …

WE PUT OUR MONEY BEHIND HERITAGE PROTECTION



solutions
FOR GOOD REASON

RAPIDLY COMPLETE

FLOORING SYSTEMS:



Liquid polymer flooring systems from Remmers have been incredibly successful on the market in

recent years – and with good reason.  Industrial floors are one of the most fundamental parts of any

building or installation.  If floors were not capable of supporting the loads and stresses that occur,

there would be serious consequences for operations and the safety of personnel.  Costly downtime

could occur.  Clients deserve full investment security as well as security of operation.  Maximum

economy through fast installation times and long-term durability is the basis of our flooring system

business.

Our flooring service begins with clarification of the basic objectives: What must the floor do?  What

is the substrate type and condition? Then, based on a clear specification for the new floor and a

professional analysis of the substrate, our specialists can provide the right system solution for any

type of substrate – and whether it is smooth, rough, damp or flexible.  Typical damages on old floors

such as cracks and spalls are easily repaired with our systems.  Our technical service and support

includes assistance in determining the critically important substrate preparation.

Remmers flooring systems can meet the working requirements of any industry:

� They can take high mechanical stress, to withstand extremely heavy machinery or fork lift 

truck and traffic loads on assembly lines, in aircraft hangars or factory buildings etc.

� They can easily withstand the high temperatures that occur in professional kitchens due to the 

presence of steam and hot fat etc.

� The exposure and stresses typical of the food industry do not harm them.

� With their high chemical resistance, they meet the requirements of §19 of the German Water 

Resources Law (WHG) for bund lining and ground water protection.

� There are vapour permeable systems for substrates with residual moisture.

� Safe skid resistant floor surfaces provide non slip floors.

� If electrostatic charges have to be prevented (already standard today in the automotive 

industry) Remmers conductive systems are used (ESD flooring).

All Remmers systems are low emission for a healthy indoor climate under the latest European VOC

regulations.

Additionally: they allow scope and possibilities for any design and they can simply be beautiful.

SOLID BASE FROM THE BEGINNING

THE MAXIMUM FUNCTIONALITY IS COMPULSORY – ITS PERFECT APPEARANCE COMES FREE

FLOORING SYSTEMS21

24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, with maximum stress from
permanent loads: no problem –

as here in the main Kuala
Lumpur market hall in Malaysia.



Jointless, flawless, timeless:
Your creative floor design need have no
limits with our flooring systems.  Give
your ideas free rein.



Floors play a big part in the impact and feel of a room.  Architects and designers conceive interiors

as a whole and therefore need creative freedom to design beautiful floors.  Diverse surface finishing

materials, a unique resin pouring system and a fantastic range of colours offer innumerable options.

For example, floors suitable for heavy loads with a decorative multi-colour finish and a 3D depth

effect.

Time is money.  This is especially true when installing industrial and commercial floors.  Our floors

save cash even before they are finished.  Rapid application with short curing times (saving heating

costs) even makes weekend installation possible.  Start at mid-day on Saturday, finish on Sunday

evening, business as usual on Monday morning.  The same naturally applies on weekdays:  Start in

the evening, with business as usual the next morning – downtime zero.

Finally comes long-term economy due to an extremely long service life and easy care surfaces,

saving maintenance costs.

FLOORING SYSTEMS23

FREEDOM FOR DESIGNERS: ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

NEW FLOORS OVERNIGHT



natural
TRADITIONAL MATERIAL

LIFE INSURANCE FOR A

WOOD PROTECTION:



Wood is an organic, natural product which retains its vitality even when in place for some time as a

component.  Wood is said to ‘work’, referring to its contraction and expansion movements when

affected by weather, temperature, moisture etc.  Wood is stronger and more adaptable than many

other building materials, but it is always under threat from other organisms such as insect pests,

mould or just rot.  It continues the natural material life cycle.  To extend the life of wood and give it

the durability required for buildings, in which it is used for many different purposes, it needs

protection.

Wood preservatives were among the first Remmers products. Since then we have developed

reliable solutions for every type of application with many innovative systems: from protection for

newly felled timber to long-term weather and fire protection for the refurbishment of old structures

with historic timber framing.  Remmers’ expertise and product performance in protective wood

preservation and refurbishment are unequalled.  All of our wood preservatives are certified as

extremely effective, safe and ecologically harmless.

In line with our customer needs and our practical experience over many years, we have developed

a complete range of products that are unrivalled. Efficiency, durability and user-friendly application

make our products a very  effective and extremely economic system of protection for this

traditional material: for simple garden and landscaping features, fences and play equipment, for

carports and roof trusses and for large-scale commercial impregnation on bridges, industrial

buildings and prestigious architectural features.

Aidol has long been synonymous with top professional quality.  Just one example of a range of top-

class products covering every application.  Any colour requirement can be met and the common

misconception that long-term performance is incompatible with first-class ecological qualities is

disproved. Tested effectiveness, ecological accolades and the Blue Angel environmental seal are

found on many of our products.  Children can play confidently on wooden structures and around

furniture protected by Remmers’ innovative materials.

WOOD PROTECTION25

PIONEER AND PACE-SETTER

THE LATEST PROTECTION AGAINST AGEING AND DETERIORATION

GOOD FOR PROFESSIONALS, GOOD FOR OUR CHILDREN



values
AND CREATING BEAUTY

WOOD FINISHES:  PRESERVING



WOOD FINISHES27

Windows stamp the character on a façade.  If the façade is said to be the face of a building, then

the windows are its eyes.  Beautiful as they are in a natural material.  It is important to protect them

effectively against weather so that they can retain their beauty.  This also applies to the front door.

It also has great importance: As the main entrance feature, its appearance determines how inviting

or perhaps secure or imposing the entrance looks and the first impression that visitors have.

Windows and front doors in wood have been desirable throughout time.  Coating systems from

Remmers ensure that they remain so.  The Remmers system guarantee shows how sure we are of

ourselves: professionally coated windows need no further renovation coats for 10 years,

guaranteed.

Timber windows are kept like new by leading innovations such as the latest systems in our Induline

Premium Coatings range, especially designed for front doors and windows: They give a finish as

elegant as on fine furniture.

BEAUTIFUL IN WOOD

WINDOW ON THE FUTURE





Nowadays the quality and performance of glazes, paints, wood varnishes and stains have to be

proved in terms of the competing needs of robust resistance, visual brilliance and environmental

protection requirements.

As a long-term partner of the woodworking trades, joiners, carpenters and cabinet-makers, timber

construction companies and painters, Remmers’ priority is to develop innovative solutions and

make them available to users.  Our claim to technology and quality leadership has been proven over

and over again.

� Core-shell binders for final coating of timber windows

� UV hardening varnish systems for timber windows

� Wood consolidators with protection from blue stain and rot

� Low-microfoam coatings with “max. air bubble diameter = 0%”

� RSG: No further renovation coats for 10 years – guaranteed!

� Glazes specifically for timber/aluminium windows and front doors

� Technology transfer: from water-based coatings for exterior use to water based interior 

varnishes – what works outside certainly lasts inside

Our versatile range of high-quality varnishes and stains makes Remmers the one-stop supplier for

interior designers, carpenters and joiners.  Our trendsetters are the water-based systems, which

already meet tomorrow’s strict environmental decorative paint regulations today.  They are also so

resistant to chemical and mechanical stresses that they welcome performance comparison with

traditional products containing solvents.  Their particular strength lies in highlighting the natural

beauty of wood: clear or in any colour shade required.

7 MILESTONES FOR WINDOW COATINGS AND FINE FINISHES

DURABLE YET SMOOTH AND BEAUTIFUL

WOOD FINISHES29

TOP LEVEL WOOD DESIGN



customers
BEING THERE FOR CUSTOMERS - BEING CLOSE TO



REMMERS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: EXPERTS WITH BACK-UP

SERVICES31

Support services for our market partners, for clients, specifiers, contractors and merchants are

among our most important functions.  With 500 technical representatives and technical service

engineers worldwide, we have the largest local technical support network.  This is matched by our

logistics strength with over 150 storage sites, so that the required material can normally be at any

site within 24 hours.

Remmers Fachplanung is a company, which arose logically from our holistic working approach.  A

team of specialists provide specification engineering services on the site itself.  

Coherent specifications can then be produced for new buildings, restoration of old buildings and

heritage conservation.  The unique feature is interaction between the ultra-modern analysis on the

one hand and material-based design of the concepts on the other.  This can determine which

products best meet the requirements and whether any modifications are necessary to resolve

specific long term problems. This Remmers company also has established relationships with the

best known experts in Europe with whom to exchange ideas.  Networked specialist knowledge also

supports tailor-made total solutions.

We think a close partnership with the trade is essential: It is the users who work with the products

and they need security to achieve lasting quality results.  We assist not only with our premium

product quality but also with our support services for guaranteed success:

� Technical application support: Including a help line, local support, technical and practical 

training.

� The Remmers System Guarantee (RSG): Greater security does not exist – certified contractors 

and their clients are given a five or ten year warranty dependent on the product system 

selected and their requirements.

The RSG also gives security to designers and architects: Correct execution of the work by a RSG-

certified contractor is documented in detail with a completion report.  Even if the contractor goes

out of business during the warranty period, the RSG remains fully effective.

SERVICE FOR SUCCESS IN THE TRADE



technology
MAKING OUR PARTNERS STRONG

PASSING ON OUR



To approach customers not merely to supply them but also to support them for mutual success: This

has been another guiding principle since the company began. Today it is more important than ever.

The most innovative technology and the most intelligent product systems are reliant on the people

handling them. We cover this important aspect with a comprehensive technical and practical training

programme. Firstly, this facility for expanding knowledge and continually keeping up to date, is

designed and used for our employees, because this is the only way to keep them fully informed about

the latest developments. Secondly, our training programmes are open to all of our trade and market

partners. This facility and service is clearly appreciated: More than 10,000 building professionals use

it every year.

The Bernhard Remmers Academy, The European Institute for Building Maintenance Craftsmanship

and Heritage Conservation (a charitable trust, formerly IBB) is a joint initiative by the German

Foundation for Monument Protection and the company whose founder’s name it now bears. It is a

teaching and information forum promoting technology transfer between specifiers, contractors and

conservators, with productive exchanges between academics and practitioners. It also promotes the

use of the most effective long-term methods of conserving heritage treasures. Leading practitioners

train and demonstrate the increasingly complex interaction of modern industrial processes and

intelligent product systems with traditional techniques and craftsmanship.

Every two years the Academy awards the Bernhard Remmers prize for outstanding craftsmanship in

heritage conservation. In a ceremony at the “monument” of the European Restoration, Heritage

Conservation and Urban Renewal Fair in Leipzig, craftsmen, contractors, architects, conservators

and clients are honoured for outstanding work in heritage protection. The best workmanship and

projects are given special recognition.

AWARD: HERITAGE PROTECTION BY MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP

THE BERNHARD REMMERS ACADEMY: FOR BUILDING PROFESSIONALS

TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL TRAINING33

Bernhard Remmers in conversation with

the year 2000 prize-winners

Since 2000 a sought-after award for heritage

conservation work:

the Bernhard Remmers prize made of rock 

crystal



network
OF EXPERTISE

INTERNATIONAL



The protection of buildings, their restoration and conservation, wood protection – and the

protection of value: this is the company’s international approach.  There are no limits on relation-

ships and customer service.

Remmers has eleven subsidiaries and distribution partners in over 30 countries.  Our success

factors – superior product systems combined with first-class local service – also guarantee our

sustained strategic growth internationally.

The European markets and other selected regions (Asia-Pacific, China) offer excellent opportunities

to position and further expand our company and our brands.  By taking these opportunities, we can

also strengthen our competitive position – even in Germany – and we safeguard our independence

as a medium-sized family owned company.  In 2005 our export sales outside of Germany

represented 35% of our total turnover.

WOOD AND BUILDING PROTECTION BEYOND FRONTIERS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT35

Established internationally, with our head office in Löningen: Remmers is an independent family company



future
IS TO SHAPE IT

THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT THE



Moderate but sustainable growth and a vision based on detailed market knowledge will keep

Remmers on a successful path in the 3rd millennium – whilst still preserving its independence.

Contractors, merchants and specifiers will continue to be our main strategic partners.  

The exchange of experience and ideas with our customers and professional technical advice will

remain   central business approaches.  This is simply because the success and satisfaction of our

partners and their customers are our future.

The widening European market is already our home market.  We see its intensifying competition as

an opportunity.  Because product innovation and quality of service will increasingly determine

competitive advantage even more than before.  This is where Remmers provides real ‘added value’

for our partners and their customers: superior, complete system solutions combined with a

customer service focus for best building practice – from the basement to the roof.

With highly trained and motivated personnel, further national and international development

potential and opportunities will be implemented.

We will also not lose sight of regional commitment and responsibility at our facilities.

We know where we want to go,

and we do not forget where we have come from.

QUALITY TALKS

SUCCESSFULLY SHAPING THE FUTURE WITH OUR PARTNERS 

OUTLOOK37

At home in a region worth living in –

committed to people, connected to

Nature
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